
  
Yes! I want to have the skill and the confidence to know… REALLY know, that in 

a fraction of a second, I could easily shut down an individual twice my size!  
(without blinking an eye) 

        YES I know by ordering this comprehensive course I will find closely-held 
training techniques, drills, tactics, methods, mindsets, applications, and self defense 
combinations that will enable the average person to walk with the calm confidence that 
they’ve got what it takes to “shut’em down”! If it’s not everything you promised, or 
it’s not as easy as you say it is, I will send it back within 90 days and get a full 
refund of the purchase price.      By ordering this course today, I will receive: 
 
Volume One- The Greatest Self Defense Technique In The World! 
 In this detailed instructional DVD, I will teach you step-by-step the quickest and easiest way to develop expert 
skill and confidence in your ability to accurately and effectively deliver this devastating technique (The Manual doesn't 
compare to seeing "live" what this technique can accomplish) Plus, lots of added material! 
Value: $49.95 
 
Volume Two- The Greatest Self Defense Combinations In The World! 
 Over a dozen bone breaking, joint snapping, nerve crushing, ligament popping, tendon ripping, follow up 
techniques that will leave your attacker in a quivering crippled heap of useless flesh! 
Value: $39.95 
 
Bonus DVD (If you order Now)- The Greatest Self Defense Technique In The World and The 
Greatest Self Defense Combinations In The World “Training Partner” 
 Follow along with this DVD to practice the techniques and drills in “real time” with me as I take you through an 
effective skill building training session. 
Value: $19.95 
 
Total Value of this course: $109.85 
 
But, since I am ordering TODAY, 
My cost is only $49.95 plus $14.95 S&H 

Please find my payment of $64.90 enclosed: 
      Money Order (US funds) ($64.90) 
 

 “Greatest Self Defense Technique In The World Order Form” 

Please provide the following information:

First Name:__________________________Last Name: ____________________________________ 
 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________ 
 

City_________________ State:_________Postal Code:_______________Country:_______________ 
 

Email Address: ___________________________________ 

Send Payment to: 
 

Dragon Claw Publications 
49 Napa Valley Circle 

Madison, MS 39110 USA 


